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ABSTRACT: In heterogeneous catalysis metal particle mor-
phology and size can influence markedly the activity, both in
heat-driven and in electro-photocatalytic conditions. Because of
the intimate coupling between the photoelectron transfer and
the surface catalytic reaction, it has been challenging to
determine the optimal metal particle size in photocatalytic
reactions. Here, we utilize ab initio molecular dynamics and
hybrid density functional theory calculations to reveal the size-
dependent activity of photocatalytic hydrogen evolution
reaction (HER) over Pt/TiO2 photocatalysts. By supporting
four different Pt particles Pt5, Pt8, Pt13, and Pt19 on anatase
TiO2(101), we determine the optimal geometries, the
electronic structures, the photoelectron-transfer efficiency,
and the surface hydrogen coupling reaction activity of these
composite materials. We demonstrate that very small Pt clusters with less than two atomic layers are efficient photoelectron
collectors from TiO2 bulk due to their low highest occupied molecular orbital level with respect to the oxide conduction band;
by contrast, larger particles with more than two Pt layers are the active site for hydrogen coupling to catalyze HER. Our results
suggest that quasi two-Pt-layer particles, corresponding to ∼1 nm size, are the best catalyst for photocatalytic HER. Compared
to heat-driven and electrocatalysis, we conclude that photocatalysis prefers even smaller metal particles to enhance
photoelectron transfer, which should be a general guideline for designing optimal photocatalysts in the future.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) with supported metal cocatalyst
receives considerable attention in the past decades for its
activity toward water splitting under photocatalytic con-
ditions.1−3 The presence of metal cocatalysts plays critical
roles in promoting the reductive half-reaction, namely, the
photocatalytic hydrogen evolution reaction (HER, 2H++2e− →
H2). Platinum (Pt) is by far the best metal cocatalyst, which
was attributed to the proper Fermi level for accepting
photoelectrons and the intrinsic low overpotential for hydro-
gen production.4,5 The underlying mechanism for the
photocatalytic HER on metal cocatalysts is, however, largely
elusive considering that the photocatalytic reaction, unlike
heat-driven reactions, involves both the photoelectron transfer
from oxide to metal and the catalytic H2 production on metal.
This has led to the great uncertainty on the optimum
morphology and size for supported metal particles, the
knowledge of which is essential to reduce the usage of Pt
and increase the activity.

Recent experiments have revealed strong evidence that the
Pt particle size is important to the catalytic activity. Jaroniec et
al. reported that metallic Pt supported on TiO2 nanosheet with
average diameter of 2−4 nm prepared using impregnation
method, as characterized by high-resolution X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS), exhibits the highest photo-
catalytic HER activity; the corresponding H2 production rate is
∼1.4 times higher than subnano Pt particles with a diameter of
0.5 nm (333.5 vs 236.6 μmol·h−1), and is comparable with that
of ∼1 nm Pt nanoparticles (306.5 umol·h−1).6 With laser
ablation and soft-landing methods to disperse Pt clusters on
CdS nanorod, Heiz et al. suggested that the optimal size of Pt
nanoparticles is ∼1 nm for photocatalytic HER.7 Similarly, the
∼1 nm size is also identified as the optimal size for CO2
photoreduction on TiO2 support.

8 In contrast to nanosized Pt
particles, Yang et al., with chemical etching, generated very
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small Pt clusters (contain a few atoms, being invisible under
transmission electron microscopy (TEM)) on anatase TiO2
and found that they are active sites for photocatalytic hydrogen
production as evidenced from extended X-ray absorption fine
structure (EXAFS) spectra.9 Despite there being no general
consensus achieved on the optimum particle size, these
experiments do suggest that HER prefers to occur on small
metallic particles, neither bulky metal nor isolated metallic
ions, implying multiple metal atoms on the surface are
necessary for H2 evolution and the size of metal particles
matters in the rate-determining step of HER.
Because of the added complexity of photocatalytic reactions,

current views are divided on the origin of the high activity of
(sub)nano metal particles. On the one hand, since Pt is also
the common catalyst for HER under electrochemical
conditions, it was naturally expected that the low-coordinated
sites (e.g., apex sites) on small Pt particles that has high activity
for Tafel reaction (H−H coupling on surface)9−11 are
responsible for the activity increase. On the other hand, the
charge separation during photocatalytic reaction may also
benefit from the supported metal particles. Bahnemann and
Kamat have studied the charge transfer efficiency from oxide to
metal using time-resolved transient absorption spectra (TAS),
and they show that surface-deposited small metal particles,
such as Pt and Au, act as efficient electron scavengers
competing with the undesired recombination.12,13 Also using
the TAS technique, Patrocinio14 and Biswas8 reported the
efficient electron−hole separation induced by Pt nanoparticles
and suggested that the subsequent electron transfer might be
the key factor for the enhanced photoactivity. It was also
noticed that the electron transfer was sensitive to the electronic
structures of metal clusters:7,13 small particles of ∼1 nm size
could pin a desirable Fermi level to accept photoelectrons from
oxide as found by Heiz et al.;7 instead, large Pt particles could
also consume photoholes, thus serving as recombination
centers and leading to decreased photoactivity.15

In fact, the deposition of metal particles on oxides often
causes charge redistribution at the interface, leading to a strong
metal−support interaction (SMSI),16 which would conse-
quently affect the catalytic properties of deposited metals.17−19

Umezawa et al. investigated electronic structures for metal/
TiO2 interface (metal = Pt, Pd, Au), with density functional
theory (DFT) calculations, and demonstrated that the charge
redistribution occurs largely locally: the effect drops quickly
from the first contact metal layer to the second and to the third
layer; beyond the third layer, the charge depletion/
accumulation becomes negligible.20 Similar phenomena have
also been observed at other metal/oxide interfaces.21,22 It
implies that the first three metal layers on oxide may exhibit
distinct catalytic behaviors compared to bulk metals.
In this work, we aim to rationalize the size effect of

supported Pt particles on TiO2 in the photocatalytic HER by
evaluating the energetics of surface catalysis and the electron
transfer in a unified theoretical framework. The model system
of anatase TiO2 (101) supported Pt clusters is selected, where
four different structures, namely, Pt5/TiO2, Pt8/TiO2, Pt13/
TiO2, and Pt19/TiO2 representing one-, quasi two-, two-, and
three-Pt-layer geometries, respectively, are constructed and
simulated using extensive ab initio molecular dynamics
(AIMD). We demonstrate that the electronic properties of
supported metals are very sensitive to the particle size, and for
photocatalytic HER, the surface catalytic activity and electron-
transfer efficiency follow different size-dependent trends.

Consequently, one must balance these aspects to maximize
the photoactivity.

2. DFT CALCULATION DETAILS AND MODELS

DFT Calculations. All DFT calculations were performed
using the VASP program23,24 with the spin-polarization being
considered. The DFT functional was utilized at the Perdew−
Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) level. The project-augmented wave
(PAW) method was used to represent the core−valence
electron interaction. The valence electronic states were
expanded in plane-wave basis sets with energy cutoff at 450
eV. The ionic degrees of freedom were relaxed using the
conjugate gradient and quasi-Newton Broyden minimization
scheme, until the Hellman−Feynman forces on each ion were
less than 0.05 eV/Å. The transition states were searched using
a constrained optimization scheme25,26 and were verified when
(i) all forces on atoms vanish and (ii) the total energy is a
maximum along the reaction coordination but a minimum with
respect to the rest of the degrees of freedom. The force
threshold for the transition state (TS) search was 0.05 eV/Å.
The dipole correction was applied throughout the calculations
to take the polarization effect into account.26,27 To speed up
the AIMD simulation, a (1 × 1 × 1) k-points mesh was used
for all structural dynamics, and a (2 × 2 × 1) mesh was utilized
for converging the energetics.
For TiO2 system, we demonstrated previously28,29 that the

DFT+U method30 can yield similar structures and energies as
those from the hybrid DFT (HSE06 functional) method. Here
we mainly applied the DFT+U method in computing the
thermodynamic properties (e.g., adsorption energy, thermal
stability, etc.), where the on-site coulomb correction was set on
Ti 3d orbitals with an effective U value of 4.2 eV as suggested
in other theoretical works.30,31 To produce the electronic
structure properties more accurately32 (e.g., band gap, band
edge position, charge distribution, etc.), we further performed
hybrid HSE06 calculations with the DFT+U geometry. In
HSE06 calculation, the electronic minimization algorithm
utilized was the Damped method with a very soft
augmentation charge (PRECFOCK = Fast). The HSE06
optimized lattice and the band gap for the bulk anatase TiO2
(a = b = 3.766, c = 9.448 Å; Eg = 3.31 eV; see Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information) agree well with the experimental data
(a = b = 3.776, c = 9.486 Å; Eg ≈ 3.2 eV).
The adsorption energy of hydrogen atom (Ead

H) is defined
as the energy difference before and after the adsorption with
respect to the gas-phase H2 molecule as shown below:

= − −E E E E(total) (surface) 0.5 (H )ad
H

2

where E(surface), E(H2), and E(total) are the energies for the
clean surface, H2 molecule in the gas phase, and hydrogen
atom adsorbed on the surface, respectively. The Gibbs free
energy of H adsorption (ΔGH) is obtained by applying the
entropy correction proposed by Norskov et al., that is, ΔGH =
Ead

H + 0.24.33,34 The more negative the Ead
H (or ΔGH) is, the

more strongly the H atom binds on surface.
Model for Pt/TiO2 Composites. To accommodate Pt

clusters, we utilized a relatively large supercell of anatase (101)
surface, namely, a p(2 × 3) periodic slab with three TiO2 layers
(72 Ti and 36 O atoms) and a vacuum of 16 Å between slabs.
We checked our key results, for example, the energetics of
electron transfer, by enlarging the slab model to four layers,
which produces similar results as that from three-layer
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calculations (see Table S1 in the Supporting Information),
consistent with previous works.35,36

The extra photoelectron in systems was simulated by adding
an excess electron into the supercell as common prac-
tice.31,36,37 We also checked the approach by comparing the
electron transfer results with that obtained by introducing an
additional H atom on the opposite layer of TiO2 slab in
charge-neutral systems (see results in Table S1). The
localization of electron on a particular Ti site of TiO2 can be
initially configured and followed by DFT+U electronic
structure optimization. Initial magnetic moments on each
atom are usually necessary in the input setting, although they
will be optimized during the calculation. Site-projected
magnetic moments and the Bader charge analyses are
calculated to ensure the localization of the electron, while
the spin density is visualized by the isodensity surface.
In computing the electron-transfer energies, we utilized four

types of Pt/TiO2(101) systems with different electronic
configurations, which can be verified by inspecting their
electron density distribution:

(i) Pt/TiO2 after H adsorption that is overall charge neural.
(ii) Pt/TiO2 with one proton on Pt and one electron

localized in bulk TiO2 that is overall charge neutral but
with spatially separated charge.

(iii) Pt/TiO2 with one extra electron delocalized on the Pt
cluster that is negatively charged.

(iv) Pt/TiO2 with one extra electron localized in bulk TiO2

that is negatively charged.

For the charged systems (iii) and (iv), a compensating
uniform background countercharge is introduced systemati-
cally to recover the neutrality of lattice. By computing the
energetics of the four models, we can readily evaluate the
electron-transfer energetics following the proton-promoted
electron-transfer mechanism, ΔE(PPET) = E(i) − E(ii) and
following the intrinsic electron-transfer mechanism, ΔE(IET) =
E(iii) − E(iv), where E(x) is the DFT energy of the corresponding
(x) model.
To determine the structures of Pt/TiO2 composites, AIMD

simulation was performed to search for the optimal structures
(the most stable structure obtained from our AIMD
trajectories) of Pt clusters on TiO2 slab. The simulation was
performed in the canonical (NVT) ensemble employing
Nose−́Hoover thermostats. The temperature was set at 450
K that is taken from the temperature of hydrothermal
treatment commonly used in experiments,6,38 and the time
step was 1 fs. More than 20 ps AIMD simulation was
performed, and all the simulations reach the equilibrium
plateau after ∼8 ps (Figure S2). From the equilibrated
trajectory (>8 ps), we select structural configurations in every
1 ps interval and fully optimize them until all forces diminish.
From in total 14 structural candidates (see Table S2 in the
Supporting Information), we determine the optimal (lowest
energy) Pt/TiO2 structures.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Geometry Structures of Pt/TiO2 Composites. Our

investigation starts by searching for the physically sound
metal/oxide interface model (Figure 1a−d) using long-time
AIMD simulation (>20 ps, at 450 K; see methods). Taking the
Pt13/TiO2(101) system as an example, our AIMD simulation is
briefly described as follows. The Pt13 initial structure is taken
from the well-known icosahedral Pt13 cluster that is a high-

symmetry stable minimum in the gas phase.39 The AIMD
simulation is then performed, and all the structures along the
trajectory are recorded (Figure 1e). We found that the
supported Pt13 cluster undergoes restructuring rapidly in the
first 2 ps and reaches the equilibrium plateau after ∼8 ps. The

Figure 1. Geometry structures for (a) one-Pt-layer model of Pt5/
TiO2(101), (b) quasi two-Pt-layer model of Pt8/TiO2(101), (c) two-
Pt-layer model of Pt13/TiO2(101), and (d) three-Pt-layer model of
Pt19/TiO2(101) composites, respectively. Both the side view (I) and
top view (II) are illustrated, and all Pt atoms are indexed with Arabic
numbers. (e) AIMD trajectory for the Pt13/TiO2 composite. Others
are provided in Figure S2 in the Supporting Information. The
equilibration in AIMD occurs after ∼8 ps as indicated by the black
arrow. The O and Ti anchoring sites in contact with Pt cluster are
highlighted in yellow and light blue colors, respectively. Gray: Ti; red:
O; dark cyan: Pt; white: H. This color scheme is used throughout the
paper.
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structures with relatively low potential energy with ∼1 ps
interval along the equilibrated molecular dynamics (MD)
trajectory (>8 ps) are then selected and fully relaxed in
geometry. The optimal Pt13/TiO2(101) structure is finally
determined from these structural candidates (see calculation
details in Section 2), which are highlighted in Figure 1c (with
both side and top views). Similarly, the optimal structures for
Pt8/TiO2 and Pt19/TiO2 are also determined from AIMD
simulations, as shown in Figure 1b,d, where their initial
structures were built by removing the outermost layer of the
optimal Pt13/TiO2 structure for the Pt8/TiO2 model, while
adding a third layer (Pt#14−Pt#19) for the Pt19/TiO2,
respectively. Their MD trajectories (>20 ps) are provided in
Figure S2.
From Figure 1b−d, we notice that the Pt8 and Pt13 clusters

prefer two-layer geometries and that Pt19 has a three-layer
morphology, suggesting the larger Pt−Pt interaction compared
to the Pt-oxide interaction, consistent with results of Musgrave
et al.40 To better understand the properties of the one-layer Pt
cluster, we also calculated a very small Pt5 cluster for the
purpose of comparison, that is, the Pt5/TiO2(101), where only
local geometry optimization is performed to determine the best
geometry from several manually constructed one-layer
candidates. The lowest-energy one-layer Pt5/TiO2 structure
is also shown in Figure 1a. It should be mentioned that those
Pt/TiO2 structures in Figure 1 might not be the global
minimum of Pt clusters on TiO2, considering the great
complexity of the potential energy surface10 and the relatively
short time in AIMD simulations. However, as we are
concerned for the size and layer dependence of the catalytic
activity in the Pt/TiO2 system, they do represent Pt clusters
with different layers that have relatively high stability. Results
are summarized in Table 1.

The Pt5/TiO2(101) has a flat one-Pt-layer architecture as
shown in Figure 1a (one-Pt-layer model). Four Pt−O and five
Pt−Ti bonds are involved to bind the Pt5 cluster on TiO2
surface with a vertical height of ∼2.0 Å. The averaged
coordination number (Ncoord) of Pt is extremely low, being ∼3
for the overall Ncoord and ∼1 for that in the top Pt layer (only
Pt−Pt bonds are included). Even in such structure, the
thermodynamic stability of Pt atom is generally comparable to
that in the gaseous Pt13 icosahedron (Table 1).
For the optimal structure of Pt8/TiO2(101) in Figure 1b, the

Pt8 cluster has a rooflike architecture with a ridge composed of
three Pt atoms (Pt#2, Pt#5, Pt#8). The bottom two rows anchor
to the surface through five Pt−O and three Pt−Ti bonds. The

overall vertical height is ∼4.4 Å, being slightly lower by ∼0.8 Å
than the two-Pt-layer model. The cluster is more like a
transition structure between one-layer and two-layer Pt clusters
(quasi two-Pt-layer model), with its bottom two rows
approaching to each other although still being separated by
∼3.3 Å (Pt−Pt bond: ∼2.6 Å). Apparently, the amorphous
structure of Pt8 cluster is due to the very low Ncoord of ∼3: a
folded rooflike architecture can increase the atomic proximity
and stabilize the interface structure, as confirmed by the
thermostability (Table 1).
The optimal Pt13/TiO2(101) in Figure 1c features with a

largely distorted low-symmetry Pt13 cluster with roughly a two-
layer architecture (two-Pt-layer model). In this structure, six
Pt atoms (Pt#1−Pt#6) in the bottom layer are involved to bond
with the TiO2 surface via five Pt−O bonds and two Pt−Ti
bonds. The other seven Pt atoms (Pt#7−Pt#13) constitute the
upper layer, where most Pt atoms are at the apex site with only
approximately three coordinations. In contrast to the initial
Pt13 icosahedron, the area covered by Pt13 on the surface
increases by ∼30%, while the vertical height (5.2 Å) shrinks
19%, apparently owing to the flattening of the cluster on TiO2
surface.17 Accordingly, there exists a large energy gain of −0.51
eV per Pt atom, as the icosahedron was deposited on TiO2,
evidencing the SMSI in the system.
For the optimal Pt19/TiO2(101) in Figure 1d, the Pt19

cluster has three-layer architecture (three-Pt-layer model)
with a vertical height of ∼7.5 Å. The top layer exposes an open
structure composed of a triangle (Pt#17-Pt#18-Pt#19) neighbor-
ing with a pentagon (Pt#14-Pt#15-Pt#16-Pt#17-Pt#19), and all these
Pt atoms have quite low Ncoord of ∼3. Comparing with the
Pt13/TiO2 composite, we note that the geometry of bottom
two layers (Pt#1−Pt#13) are quite similar, including the
anchoring bonds. The overall Ncoord in Pt19 is ∼5, which is
also equal to that of deposited Pt13 cluster. In general, the
geometric properties of the three-layer Pt19/TiO2 largely
resembles that of the two-layer Pt13/TiO2.

3.2. Electronic Structures. To compare the photo-
electron-transfer efficiency for different Pt/TiO2 models, we
analyzed the electronic structures of four Pt/TiO2 composites.
In Figure 2, we show the density of states (DOS) of the
systems as computed from hybrid HSE06 functional. All the
band alignment is made by referencing to the valence band
maximum (VBM) of TiO2. We find that, for all these Pt/TiO2
composites, a small band gap of 0.5−1.3 eV is formed between
the occupied 5dPt and the empty 3dTi states. For the TiO2
support (DOS shown in yellow-green curves), loading of Pt
clusters hardly causes significant changes to the band structure
of the oxide. For the Pt clusters (DOS in the blue curves), the
metallic Pt states (before deposition; see Figure S3 in the
Supporting Information) open a band gap of 0.8−1.3 eV
(depending on the cluster size) as they are deposited on TiO2.
These occupied Pt states largely fill the gap of TiO2 and lift the
Fermi level (Ef) to a position close to the conduction band
minimum (CBM) of TiO2. The unoccupied Pt states are
generally higher than CBM of TiO2 and have a low
contribution to the overall DOS.
In Figure 2a,b, the Pt5/TiO2 and Pt8/TiO2 composites show

frail Pt states with small intervals (<0.1 eV) below the Ef and
very large band gaps of 1.28 and 0.87 eV, respectively,
suggesting the strong interaction between the interfacial first Pt
layer and TiO2 support.20 By depositing a second layer, the
Pt13 cluster introduces a smooth DOS in the gap of TiO2 and
moves up the Ef position with a band gap of 0.45 eV (Figure

Table 1. Summarized Properties of Four Pt/TiO2
Composites, Including: Number of Pt Layers (NPt‑layers), the
Vertical Height of the Cluster (h), Number of Pt−O (NPt−O)
and Pt−Ti Bonds (NPt−Ti), the Averaged Coordination of Pt
Atom (Ncoord)

a

Ncoord

models NPt‑layers h, Å NPt−O NPt−Ti overall top ΔE/Pt
Pt5/TiO2 1 2.0 4 5 3 1 0.02
Pt8/TiO2 2 4.4 5 3 3 3 −0.35
Pt13/TiO2 2 5.2 5 2 5 3 −0.51
Pt19/TiO2 3 7.5 5 2 5 3 −0.63

aBoth the overall Ncoord and that in the top Pt layer are computed.
The thermodynamic stability per Pt atom (ΔE/Pt), relative to that in
the gaseous Pt13 icosahedron, is also listed (unit: eV).
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2c). For the three-Pt-layer Pt19/TiO2 composite (Figure 2d),
the Pt states becomes much richer and smoother, but the Ef
locates close to that in the Pt13/TiO2, being 0.48 eV below the
CBM. A clear layer-dependent trend for the electronic
structure (band gap) has been identified: Pt5/TiO2 > Pt8/
TiO2 > Pt13/TiO2 ≈ Pt19/TiO2.
The observed trend for DOS is consistent with our Bader

charge analyses, which show that all Pt clusters become
positively charged after deposition on TiO2 (Table S3 in the
Supporting Information), consistent with previous works.40,41

We found that each Pt atom in the Pt5 cluster is positively
charged by +0.13 |e| on average, showing the weakest metallic
characters, while those in the Pt19 carry the smallest positive
charge of +0.05 |e| per atom. In addition, the lifted Ef (relative
to the VBM of TiO2) enables Pt/TiO2 to utilize the visible
light as confirmed by the calculated light adsorption spectrum
(see Figure S4), which explains the observed photocatalytic
activities of Pt/TiO2 under visible-light illumination.6,42

Our DOS results indicate that (i) the deposited Pt5 is
severely passivated by the oxide, showing the lowest Ef and
largest band gap; (ii) Pt13 and Pt19 may have comparable
bonding properties in surface reactions because of their similar

electronic structures and also atomic coordinations (Table 1);
(iii) the electronic properties of deposited Pt8 are again in the
transition between the one-Pt-layer and multi-Pt-layer clusters.

3.3. Electron Transfer. With the knowledge of the band
structure, we are now at the position to address the electron-
transfer efficiency in Pt/TiO2 systems. It was shown that
photogenerated electrons are first produced in the bulk region
of TiO2 after photon excitation36,43,44 and become self-trapped
on Ti cations to yield Ti3+ within a few picoseconds.45,46 They
are then transferred to the metal cocatalyst to promote the
surface HER. In our previous work,17 we demonstrated that
first-principles calculations can be utilized to evaluate the
energetics for the electron transfer from bulk TiO2 to the
metal. We found that a PPET mechanism is universally present
in the metal/TiO2 systems in photocatalytic HER, which can
be energetically much more favorable compared to the IET
without the presence of proton (Figure S5). Here, we
continued to evaluate the PPET and IET energies on different
Pt/TiO2 systems.
Similar to our previous work,17 the extra electron localized at

the subsurface of TiO2 slab is taken as the initial state. The spin
density for this trapped electron is shown in Figure 3a−d,

featuring the characteristic d orbital shape. The final state is set
as the extra electron onto Pt clusters as shown in Figure 3e−h,
which becomes quite delocalized over all Pt atoms of the
cluster as evidence from the spin-density plot. The energetics
for the electron transfer with (PPET) and without (IET) the
proton adsorption on the Pt clusters are then calculated, and
the data are listed in Table 2. It should be mentioned that as
there are many possible Ti atoms in the subsurface region of
TiO2 (indicated by dashed lines in Figure 3a−d) and also
many possible proton adsorption sites on the surface of Pt
clusters (site 1−4 in Table 2), we calculated different
combinations of the electron trapping sites (Figures S6 and
S7 in the Supporting Information) for each Pt/TiO2
composites, and the reported energies are the averaged value.
From Table 2, we found that, in the clean Pt5/TiO2 and Pt8/

TiO2 composites, the electron transfer from the TiO2

Figure 2. Computed DOS using hybrid HSE06 functional for (a) Pt5/
TiO2(101), (b) Pt8/TiO2(101), (c) Pt13/TiO2(101), and (d) Pt19/
TiO2(101) composites, respectively. The DOS for Pt clusters and for
anatase surface are represented by blue and yellow-green curves,
respectively. The vertical dot lines indicate the VBM and CBM of
anatase TiO2(101), respectively. The band gap of TiO2(101) and the
optimal Pt/TiO2 composites are indicated by a pair of arrows.

Figure 3. Spin-density plots (isovalue of 0.005 |e|/bohr3) for both the
initial state (a−d; green frames) and the final state (e−h; blue frames)
during the electron transfer in Pt5/TiO2, Pt8/TiO2, Pt13/TiO2, and
Pt19/TiO2 composites, respectively. The directional electron transfer
from subsurface TiO2 to Pt clusters is clearly illustrated.
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subsurface to the Pt cluster releases energy of 0.39 and 0.17 eV
respectively, suggesting a thermodynamically favored IET
process. But it turns out to be endothermic for the clean
Pt13/TiO2 and Pt19/TiO2 composites. This is consistent with
the electronic structures (Ef position) in Figure 2, because a
relatively lower energy level is beneficial to accept electrons.
For the PPET process, the directional electron transfer can

be markedly boosted by surface adsorption of proton.17

Regarding the Pt5/TiO2 and Pt8/TiO2 composites, we found
that the electron transfer gets further promoted by −0.15 and
−0.23 eV, respectively, via the PPET mechanism, but in
general both the IET and PPET are fundamentally important.
For the Pt13/TiO2 and Pt19/TiO2, the averaged PPET energy is
−0.33 and −0.31 eV, respectively, being much more favored
than the endothermic IET energies. Therefore, for TiO2-
supported metal (sub)nanoparticles composed of two or three
metal layers, the PPET is the leading way of electron transfer in
photocatalysis.
Obviously, the energy preference of the PPET should be

related to the unique electronic structure of the proton-Pt/
TiO2 systems. By comparing the proton-Pt/TiO2 system with

the clean Pt/TiO2 system, two key features from our results
can be outlined. First, the Fermi level Ef (line III in Figure S5)
is particularly down-shifted in the proton-Pt/TiO2 system
relative to the clean Pt/TiO2 system. Second, the bottom of
the unoccupied Pt states (line IV) is also much down-shifted
and becomes close to or even lower than the CBM of TiO2. All
these changes caused by proton adsorption could facilitate the
electron transfer from TiO2 to Pt and subsequently help to
accommodate the delocalized electron on Pt clusters.
Finally, we also investigated the influence of water

environment, where both aqueous and adsorbed water
molecules are considered, on the electron-transfer energies,
as shown in Table 2. It was found that the existence of local
water environment slightly retards the directional electron-
transfer process by ∼0.04 eV for the IET process and ∼0.11 eV
for the PPET, respectively. The larger impact on the PPET
process is probably caused by the formation of hydrogen bond
between surface-adsorbed proton and water molecules nearby
(Figure S8 in the Supporting Information). Nevertheless, the
general trend is well-reserved in all considered situations.
Overall, we demonstrate that the electron-transfer efficiency
follows the order of Pt5/TiO2 > Pt8/TiO2 > Pt13/TiO2 ≈ Pt19/
TiO2, and the electron transfer follows mainly the PPET
mechanism.

3.4. Surface Catalysis. After the electron transfer to Pt
clusters and formation of surface H atom (H+ + e− → Hads),
HER can then occur following the Tafel mechanism, Hads +
Hads → H2 (basically a surface reaction with zero net
charge).47,48 For HER on metals, the ΔGH is generally taken
as the activity descriptor, and catalytic sites with too strong or
endothermic ΔGH would present low activity.33,34 For the Pt/
TiO2 composites, differing from the extended surface, there are
many possible H adsorption sites on Pt clusters (Figure 1). By
considering the ΔGH−activity relation (volcano curve),33,34 we
first determined ΔGH on each Pt site on all the Pt/TiO2
composites (Figures S9−S12 and Table S4), and then selected
two of the most reactive sites with ΔGH approaches zero for
computing the H−H coupling barrier (Ea

coup) and determining
the activity trend.
In Figure 4, we show the calculated energetics and the

transition states for H2 coupling on these Pt clusters. From
Figure 4a−d, one can see that surface adsorption of H atom on

Table 2. Energetics for Two Ways of Electron Transfer (IET
and PPET) from Bulk TiO2 to Pt Clusters in Pt5/TiO2, Pt8/
TiO2, Pt13/TiO2, and Pt19/TiO2 Composites, Respectivelya

PPET

items
models

IET clean
surface 1 2 3 4 average

Pt5/
TiO2

−0.39
(−0.34)

−0.61
(−0.47)

−0.50
(−0.39)

−0.52 −0.52 −0.54

Pt8/
TiO2

−0.17
(−0.16)

−0.31
(−0.22)

−0.48
(−0.41)

−0.53 −0.27 −0.40

Pt13/
TiO2

b
0.05 (0.10) −0.38

(−0.26)
−0.33
(−0.21)

−0.35 −0.27 −0.33

Pt19/
TiO2

0.01 (0.04) −0.30
(−0.20)

−0.32
(−0.18)

−0.28 −0.35 −0.31

aFor the PPET mechanism, four different proton adsorption sites (1−
4, corresponding to adsorption structures in Figures S9−S12 in the
Supporting Information) are considered, and the averaged energies
are listed for comparison. The influence of water environment on IET
and PPET is also indicated by energies in parentheses. Energy unit:
electronvolts. bElectron transfer energies (IET and PPET) for the
Pt13/TiO2 composite is taken from ref 17.

Figure 4. Geometry structures for (a−d) H adsorption at two reactive sites (site a and b) and (e−h) transition states of H−H coupling on Pt5/
TiO2, Pt8/TiO2, Pt13/TiO2, and Pt19/TiO2 composites, respectively. Gibbs adsorption energies for the independent adsorption of H atom on each
of the two reactive sites (H_a and H_b), the coadsorption of two H atoms (H_ab), as well as the H−H coupling barrier, are listed, respectively.
Energy unit: electronvolts.
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Pt clusters favors the bridge site configuration. The
independent adsorption of H atom on each of the two reactive
sites (ΔGH_a and ΔGH_b) show large variations for the one-Pt-
layer model Pt5/TiO2, while they are generally comparable
among the other three models. The coadsorption strength of
two H atoms (ΔGH_ab) was found approximately the sum of
two independent adsorptions on all of four Pt clusters.
Obviously, all the three multi-Pt-layer Pt/TiO2 composites
(Figure 4b−d) show averaged ΔGH_ab approaching the
volcano peak (ΔGH = 0 eV), manifesting themselves to be
very good catalysts for catalyzing HER. But the activity of Pt5/
TiO2 (Figure 4a) is expected to be much lower than the others,
because the ΔGH_ab is far from the peak position.
At the transition state, as shown in Figure 4e−h, at least one

of the two H atoms must migrate from the bridge adsorption
into an off-top configuration. The other H moves toward the
off-top H with its Pt−H bonds stretched from ∼1.8 to ∼2.1 Å.
The computed energy barrier Ea

coup is 1.16, 0.75, 0.75, and 0.67
eV for Pt5/TiO2, Pt8/TiO2, Pt13/TiO2, and Pt19/TiO2,
respectively, consistent with their adsorption strength.
Considering the Ea

coup of 0.88 and 1.07 eV on the surface of
Pt(111) and Pt(100), respectively,10 the HER activity on Pt
nanoparticles is generally enhanced. More importantly, from
the calculated energetics (ΔGH and Ea

coup), we can conclude
that the H−H coupling activity on Pt clusters follows the order
of Pt5/TiO2 < Pt8/TiO2 ≈ Pt13/TiO2 ≈ Pt19/TiO2.
3.5. Discussion on Particle Size Dependence of

Photoactivity. From the above results, we show that the
electron-transfer efficiency follows the order Pt5/TiO2 > Pt8/
TiO2 > Pt13/TiO2 ≈ Pt19/TiO2, while the surface catalytic
activity follows a different order Pt5/TiO2 < Pt8/TiO2 ≈ Pt13/
TiO2 ≈ Pt19/TiO2. The one-layer Pt5, two-layer Pt13, and
three-layer Pt19 are all partially specialized in one aspect, but
they are weak in the other. Accordingly, the overall
photoactivity is expected to be underutilized and largely
restricted by the weak point. Only the quasi-two-layer Pt8, with
a transition structure between the one- and the two-Pt-layer,
integrates the good electron-transfer character of one-layer
clusters with the high catalytic activity of the two-layer. This
interesting finding should not be limited to the Pt8 cluster but
rather related to the quasi-two-layer morphology. Indeed, we
also constructed another quasi two-Pt-layer Pt7/TiO2
composite (determined by AIMD) and examined its
electron-transfer energy and surface catalytic activity, as
shown in Figure S13 in the Supporting Information. The
superior activity of this quasi two-Pt-layer structure for
photocatalytic H2 production is also identified: the computed
electron-transfer energy (−0.15 eV for the IET and −0.40 eV
for the PPET) and the H−H coupling barrier (Ea

coup = 0.81
eV) are all similar to that of the Pt8/TiO2, reaching a good
balance between the surface catalytic activity and electron-
transfer efficiency. In conclusion, a quasi-two-layer structure
with rooflike ridges in the second layer is theoretically
predicted as the finest shape of Pt cocatalyst on TiO2 for
photocatalytic HER.
Our results also imply that the photocatalytic properties for

supported multi-Pt-layer nanoparticles basically converge as
early as two Pt layers. This is evident as the two-Pt-layer Pt13/
TiO2 and three-Pt-layer Pt19/TiO2 always show quite similar
results in both the surface catalysis and the electron-transfer
process. By further investigating a four-Pt-layer Pt25/TiO2
model (determined by AIMD) using the same calculation
approach (see results in Figure S14 in the Supporting

Information), we confirm the converged photocatalytic
properties for multi-Pt-layer nanoparticles (at least two atomic
layers), in agreement with the results of Chen et al. on charge
redistribution at the metal/TiO2 interface.

20

In reality, the deposited Pt particles may have a wide range
of size distribution, not limited to the Pt5, Pt7, Pt8, Pt13, Pt19,
and Pt25 investigated in this work. We propose to use a
simplified model of a supported metal particle in a spherical
segment49,50 to present a rough estimation on the optimal size
of Pt cocatalyst on TiO2 in experiments for photocatalytic
HER. Two parameters of the radius of curvature R and contact
angle α are essential to describe a supported particle, as shown
in Figure 5a. For metal cocatalysts on TiO2 that exhibit the

SMSI, the contact angle α is usually no more than π/2, and

consequently the d and h are correlated as = ∂
− ∂d h2 sin

1 cos
,

≤ ∂ ≤ π0
2
. This is, for instance, a small α of π/3 was reported

for Rh particles on TiO2,
49 while it was assumed to be π/2 for

the Pt/TiO2 interface,51 which are also consistent with our
AIMD simulation obtained optimal Pt/TiO2 structures (Figure
5b,c). Using this equation and assuming a contact angle
window of (π/3, π/2), we can estimate the particle size of the
quasi-two-layer Pt clusters to be 0.70−1.52 nm: from 0.88 to
1.52 nm if estimating according to the Pt8/TiO2 model (h =
4.4 Å), or 0.70 to 1.21 nm if estimating according to the Pt7/
TiO2 model (h = 3.5 Å; Figure S13). For smaller Pt particles
less than ∼0.7 nm (one-Pt-layer), the surface catalytic activity
would be low because of the too strong ΔGH and large Ea

coup,
while for particles larger than ∼1.8 nm (multi-Pt-layer; at least
two atomic layers), the corresponding electron-transfer
efficiency would be limited. Optimally, deposited Pt nano-
particle with ∼1 nm diameter is predicted to be the most active
size for photocatalytic HER.

Figure 5. (a) Schematic of supported metal particle in a spherical
segment with the radius of curvature R and the contact angle α
between the particle and support. Two contact angles of (b) π/3 and
(c) π/2 are evidenced from our AIMD obtained optimal Pt/TiO2
structures. The diameter d and also the height h of the particle are
also indicated.
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4. CONCLUSION
This work investigates the size effect of Pt cocatalyst on TiO2
in photocatalytic HER, mainly concerning on the layer-
dependent activity with two aspects of the surface catalysis
and electron transfer included. Four Ptn/TiO2 composites (n =
5, 8, 13, 19) with one-, quasi two-, two-, and three-Pt-layer
clusters were constructed explicitly. Our major conclusions are
outlined as follows.

(i) Deposition of Pt clusters on TiO2 splits the metallic Pt
states and opens a gap of 0.5−1.3 eV depending on the
cluster size. The electronic properties of supported Pt
particles on TiO2 are very sensitive to the particle size,
which gradually turn to be less metallic as the number of
Pt layers decreases.

(ii) The size-dependent activity of deposited Pt clusters
follows different trend of Pt5/TiO2 < Pt8/TiO2 ≈ Pt13/
TiO2 ≈ Pt19/TiO2 for the surface catalysis and Pt5/TiO2
> Pt8/TiO2 > Pt13/TiO2 ≈ Pt19/TiO2 for the electron
transfer. This indicates that the rate-determining step of
photocatalytic HER on supported metal cocatalysts
actually changes with the particle size.

(iii) The quasi two-Pt-layer structure with rooflike ridges in
the second layer is theoretically identified as the finest
shape of Pt cocatalyst on TiO2 for photocatalytic HER,
which approximately corresponds to an optimal particle
size of 0.70−1.52 nm in experiments.
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